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Eleanor Briggs just can't help herself. The sight of the man in the high-rise across the street is

driving her wild. She longs to feel his touch up close and personal. To win him over, she'll need to

shake off her wallflower sensibilities and become the seductress she never imagined she could be.

The only trouble will be finding the perfect way to meet him. Sex is easy for millionaire entrepreneur

Trey Riordan. Finding something of substance, however, seems impossible. That is, until a simple

night of reading at a local coffee shop becomes something far steamier when a beautiful brunette

comes by and leaves a note telling him to look out his bedroom window at 11 o'clock. But when the

time comes, neither of them will be truly ready for what follows.
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I really love Beth Kery's books! I just finished this one and Looking Inside is now one of my favorite

2016 reads of ALL that I have read this year. Beth's sophisticated erotica really is the ultimate

fantasy read for me. I've read her Harbor Town series, Wicked Burn (standalone), The Affair (serial

in whole book format now) and her Make Me serial coming as a whole book in February

2017.Looking inside is the ultimate fantasy. The opening chapters' scenes are really fun. Who

doesn't want to make their fantasies come true and go after a crush? Go find out how Trey becomes

Eleanor's obsession and how she goes about her seduction and pulls it off just by the prompting of

a loved one's deathbed wish, some props and some amazing dancing talent. I have a huge book

hangover. I saved and savored the last ten percent on my Kindle hoping to find their closure (which



Beth gives) but am sure I'll be thinking of little things about Eleanor and Trey for quite awhile. Oh the

first time their eyes met.....and, I want those boots!In Looking Inside, Beth Kery has added good

inner conflict for both characters at the start and I fell completely for them. I especially loved the

contrast and enigma Beth penned with Eleanor. Between being a quiet, preservation and

conservation librarian for the Illinois Historical Museum and her erotic, seductive side in her private

dancing she was a fun character to watch unfold and bloom. I loved Trey's confusion! Trey's self

imposed sexual sabbatical and self improvement period before he met Eleanor made him adorable

and irresistible to read ... and perfect prey for this story. Really more than a five star read for

me!Beth's writing is so captivating, every single word. I always settle right into her books and love

every page. Go get lost in this one. Thank you, Beth!

I love this book so much! Beth Kery has done it again in creating a wonderful couple who will be on

my favorites lists going forward. Eleanor and Trey brought the heat while renewing my faith for n

love. Highly recommended.

You are one of my new favorites, Beth. I've read a lot of romances, and although the plot is the

same ... seemingly unattainable man falls for beautiful ingenue(sort of) ... I LOVE how he pulled out

her passion, even from a distance. I appreciate that there was no unnecessary drama. Some writers

just get it. This book has everything I enjoy in a romance ... Humor, Heat, HEA. I have kindke

unlimited and usually don't purchase outside of that, but this book was worth it.

Those was the first book I read from this author. I didn't know what to expect from the storyline but a

lot of people can relate to it in different ways

This was boring, run of the mill contemporary romance with characters that bordered on being

unlikeable. Perhaps it would have worked better as a shorter piece where the characters could

communicate instead of this forced conflict and insecurity that was a driving force. I should have

finished this in a day or two but it took me nearly three weeks because it was the literary equivalent

of eating flavorless gruel.

I think most people are more like Eleanor feeling like they have ordinary lives that they wish the had

the guts to make extraordinary. Even though her reasons in the beginning were unrealistic and

delusional it was good to see her grow with rheir amazing chemistry. I didn't want it to end at all and



wish there was another story about them.

Usually, when I pay $7.99 and up for a book, I'm expecting hot sex, passionate fights and even

more passionate make ups! Well, if you're like me, this book would be a disappointment. I guess I

was paying for the author, not the actual book. The book is, in general, boring. The sex scenes were

ok. Certainly not as hot as her other books. Both the H/h were conflicted. The reason for their

inevitable separation was beyond ridiculous. Contrived. Suggested that the author ran out of ideas.

I'm thinking that this book should have been condensed into a novella. The h's father health scare

was pointless as was the H's brother's crisis. Ms Kerry? You owe me a FREE book after this.

Wow!! One of the best books I've read this year!! Hot, so so HOT!! I loved the way she wrote "his"

point of view. Highly recommend this book.
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